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MEETINGS AND EVENTS
Friday, January 20, 12:00 - 1:00 Mandarin Round
Table. Bubblemaineia noodle bar, Temple St. Portland.

Thursday, February 9, 6:30, CAFAM Board Meeting.
103 Hanover St., Portland. Pizza served. All welcome.

Tuesday, January 24, 12:15 - 1:00 PM. Maine Calling
show on Maine Public Radio dealing with Chinese New
Year, Maine-China links, and CAFAM.

Wednesday, February 15. Deadline: FICS China Trip
For Educators. http://educatorstour.eventbrite.com/.

Saturday, January 28, 4:00 - 7:00 PM. Husson
University New Year Celebration. For more info visit
http://bangorchinese.com/HOLIDAYNY12.HTML.
Wednesday, February 1, 6:30 PM. Richard Ferland
talk on China travel. Freeport Public Library.
Saturday, February 4, 10:30 AM - 3:00 PM. 22d Annual
CAFAM Chinese New Year Celebration. Westbrook
Middle School and Community Arts Center, 471
Stroudwater, Westbrook.

22nd ANNUAL CNY FESTIVAL
Arrangements for CAFAM’s 22nd annual CAFAM New
Year Celebration are being finalized.

Mid-March, CAFAM Chinese School Spring Semester.
Visit http://cafamchineseschool.org/.
New Features at www.cafammaine.org: new page on
the history of our New Year celebrations. Etc. Take a
look.
New website on China-Related Events in Maine: Visit
http://mainechina21.com.

How about former gubernatorial candidate Eliot Carter
and a panel of experts on Maine-China links? How about
acclaimed author Susan Conley discussing her book
Foremost Good Fortune?

One new thing this year is our move to the beautiful
Westbrook Middle School and Performing Arts Center
with its great facilities and ample parking. Also this year
we are, for the first time, offering individuals and businesses the opportunity to help sponsor the event .

How about 75 Chinese School children in a program of
song and dance.

The event itself will be full of surprises and fun.

And more! See pages 2 and 3. And visit our website:
www.cafammaine.org/cny.

How about a completely different approach to offering
Chinese food by Portland’s Bubblemaineia?
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On February 4:
Seventy-five children will
dance and sing on the
beautiful new Westbrook
Performing Arts Center
stage (left). Visitors will
marvel at the building’s
interior (right), enjoy crafts
and vendors and other activities in the huge gym
(below right), and sample
delicious Chinese food in
the dining area (below
left).
IT’S THE PLACE TO BE!

Chinese and American Friendship Association of Maine

Chinese New Year
C
celebration!

Saturday, February 4th, 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Celebrate the Year of the Dragon with entertainment, activities,
and demonstrations for children and adults!
 Colorful Chinese folk song and dance performances
 Intriguing speakers
 Chinese arts and crafts for the whole family
 Interactive demos: cooking, martial arts, and mahjong
 Fresh Chinese food and bubble tea from Bubble Maineia
 Chinese dumplings by CAFAM Chinese School
 Local vendors of Chinese goods and books
DON’T MISS THESE HIGHLIGHTS
11:00 Dance performances by Chinese School dancers
12:45 Bridges from Maine to China: Panel discussion
featuring Eliot Cutler, Suzanne Fox, Tony Kieffer and Kwok Yeung
2:00 Letters Home from Beijing: Maine author Susan Conley in
conversation about The Foremost Good Fortune, her
memoir of moving to Beijing with her young family
Martial arts for all ages with Riverview Foundation

of

NEW LOCATION
Westbrook Middle School
471 Stroudwater St., Westbrook

Ma

FOR MORE INFO:
cafammaine.org/cny
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Children $4 / Adults $6 / $20 family of five / CAFAM discount
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DRAGONS AND UFOs by Craig Dietrich
A newly published history of the Yuan and Ming dynasties (1260 – 1644) discusses dragon sightings. (Timothy
Brook, The Troubled Empire: China in the Yuan and
Ming Dynasties (Harvard University Press, 2010).)
Nobody back then saw spaceships. But some reported
sightings of something equally portentous. On rare occasions during storms, they witnessed dragons in the sky.
Historically dragons go
far back. The first
mythical rulers subdued
dragons of the swamps,
clearing the way for
civilization. The dragon was associated with
the emperor. By the
Ming it was a crime to
use this motif in embroidery, porcelain, a
ban evaded by giving
dragons just four claws,
rather than five.
Numerous Ming
sources report dragon
sightings, including
Jade dragon ornament of the
dynastic histories, local
Warring States period.
gazetteers, and private
Yang Xin, et al., Art of the Dragon
writings. As with
(Shambhala, 1988), 42.
UFOs today, people
swore that they had
witnessed in the sky the appearance of bizarre dynamic
entities. These emanations were elusive and unpredictable. They might appear for just a few seconds. There
might be more than one. Sometimes they fought in the
sky. Their advent was considered very meaningful.
Today’s UFO believers are somewhat marginal. But in
traditional China dragon belief was universal. Even
skeptics who discussed them were unsure, not about their
existence, but about how to categorize them. Did they
reproduce through eggs? Could they mate with other
creatures? Their appearances were thought to be omens
of great changes, signs of Heaven’s displeasure, or heralds of a new Son of Heaven. They could cause physical
like lightening, tornados, water spouts, floods, etc.

One puzzling issue was that dragons were inherently
“yang” (like the sun, light, dry, masculinity, etc.) as opposed to “yin” (moon darkness, moisture, femininity,
etc.). So why did they appear with storms and rain?
Why during droughts would you beseech dragons for
rain? No one could explain this very well.
On Saturday, February 4, will dragons be sighted?

MUD SILK TO THE SMITHSONIAN
by Jacqueline Field

Past issues of this newsletter have carried articles about
the remarkable Goon family of Portland. Here is another piece of that story by a costume and textile historian.
Dogan Goon migrated to America about 1914. Somehow
he got permission to stay by swearing he would fight for
the country. By 1918 America was at war in Europe and
he was drafted into the army. But before he could be
shipped overseas the fighting ended. He was discharged
in 1919 and became a citizen soon after.
Meanwhile near Dogan’s native village there lived a
young widow by the name of Toy Len. She was known
locally for her strength of character. But the idea that she
would one day be feted by First Lady Bess Truman at the
White House as “America’s Mother of the Year” would
have seemed preposterous, if anyone could even have
imagined it. But it happened.
Soon after his demobilization,
Dogan returned to China and, by
arrangement, brought Toy Len
back as his bride. It was 1921.
The couple focused on their laundry business on Forest Avenue at
Woodford's Corner. They ultimately had eight children. He
died in 1941.

Toy Len’s blue silk
suit. Courtesy Maine
Historical Society.

Of recent interest in the Toy Len
story are the hand-stitched clothes
she brought with her from China.
They were typical items in a
bride’s trousseau, but once in Portland she never wore them. When
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she passed away her family found them. Some have been
acquired for the collection of the Maine Historical Society. Recently other pieces have come to the attention of
American History Division of Home and Community
Life at the Smithsonian Institution National Museum.
The latter are remarkable examples an unusual south China silk. These testiles are known by various lengthy
names, often shortened to “chou” for plain weaves and
“sa” or “sha” for open weave leno or gauze: 绸 and 纱.
This fabric differs from typical silks. Known as “mud
silk,” it is made from local silkworms. It is slightly stiff.
The back is tan. The face shines with a glossy black finish, the result of a special treatment with delta mud. Garments made of it were worn by better-off people while
the less affluent made do with cheaper cotton versions.
Mud silk rarely survives and has not commonly been
sought after by textile experts or museums. However
when recently I brought Toy Len’s four suits, all of
which she seldom if ever wore, to the Smithsonian’s attention, the curators were quite excited. A “chou” suit, a
“sha” suit, and a “sha” tunic were accepted for the collection. They are all the more special because for their
clear “provenance.”
If any local families of Chinese origin have examples of silk, especially mud silk, I would be interested to hear from them. I can be contacted at through
CAFAM.

DRAGON: FLESH THAT FLIES
How do you say, “Year of the Dragon”? The pinyin
spelling is long (pronounced something like “soong” in
the second, or slightly rising, tone). “Year” is spelled
nian (rhymes with “yen” also in second tone). So “Year
of the Dragon” is long nian.
But how do you write “dragon”? This is a little complicated. Two writing systems prevail today: traditional and
simplified. Traditional characters were standardized
about two thousand years ago and have retained their
forms ever since.
Twentieth-century revolutionaries wanted to simplify
writing, believing that the traditional characters were too
difficult. Shortly after 1949 a language reform was
launched. Hundreds of characters (but not all) were reduced down from many strokes to just a few.
Here is long in five simple strokes:

龙

The traditional form is this sixteen-stroke beauty:

龍

But where, you ask, did that character come from? Dr.
L. Wieger, S.J., in his Chinese Characters: Their Origin,
Etymology, History, Classification and Signification,
published in 1915, provides the following explanation.
The right side is a condensed form of the character meaning “to fly”. Its pinyin spelling is fei.

飛

The left hand side contains two parts. On the bottom we
see an abbreviated form of “meat” or “flesh”

肉

topped off by an element that indicates the character’s
pronunciation:
itself reduced from tong:

立

童

So you might describe the traditional dragon character as,
“long the flesh that flies.”

Toy Len’s “Mud silk” tunics, three of which are now in the
collection of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington D.C.
Photograph courtesy of Jacqueline Field.

龍
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PRESTIDIGITATOR NORMAN NG
by Gary Libby

Norman Ng was born in
Portland in 1984 and grew
up on Craigie Street. His
father Chan Sun “Sunny”
Ng ran the Hu-Kee-Lau,
one of the area’s most
popular Chinese restaurants in the 1970s and
1980s. Because his parents worked constantly,
his maternal grandmother
raised Norman and his
siblings.
By age eight he began to
work at the restaurant after school. His first job
was opening doors. He
later graduated to cashier and host.
One day across Stevens Avenue from Deering High,
Norman noticed Almodarr’s Grand Illusion, a magic
store filled with magic props and old tricks . He went in,
looked around, and met Almodarr. This man is a big,
biker type with a thick Maine accent, tattoos and a goatee. He had once run away and joined the circus where
he ate fire, swallowed swords, and lit his hands ablaze.
Wow! Suddenly Almodarr made something magically
appear in the Norman’s palm.
That trick blew the boy’s mind. He just had to learn how
to do it. He bought it tried to follow the directions, written in the 19th century. But he couldn’t follow them.
Undaunted, he figured out his own way. He was
hooked.
From then on Norman haunted the magic store. Almodarr became his mentor, showing him tricks and giving
him rides home. Norman spent hours, practicing sleightof-hand and mastering sleight of hand. He began to apply his aptitude for science and math in developing his
own tricks.
When he was twelve, Norman, got his first paid gig doing a birthday party with a friend before an audience of
about ten kids. That was at the YWCA in Portland. He
immediately blew his half of the $40 fee on comic
books. More gigs followed.

Norman spent his thirteenth summer at Tannen’s Magic
Camp, a famous, invitation-only camp in New York City.
To pay for it he sold his paintball equipment, saved his
restaurant earnings, mowed lawns, and did odd jobs.
Two hundred aspiring magicians attended the camp
where they learned from professionals. Even though
Norman was from Maine where he hadn’t had sophisticated instruction, he was placed in the advanced classes.
In the concluding events he won a “close up” magic competition using a routine he had developed himself. In the
audience was none other than David Copperfield. Norman knew then that he had what it took. From then on he
focused on original tricks.
After graduating from Portland High School in 2002 Norman moved his mother to the San Francisco area where
he worked as a delivery person for a legal technology
company. But he was constantly on the phone booking
performances. Soon he was doing 400 a year and making
enough to develop a new act that would move him from
birthday parties to touring college campuses.
Currently Norman does about 100 college performances a
year and has appeared before more than a half million
people in every contiguous state. He also plays corporate
events and vaudeville festivals, including Portland’s
Phyzgig this holiday season. It takes a big personality
and lots of confidence to be a professional magician and
Norman has them in abundance. He says he inherited
them from his father, Sunny, who was locally famous for
his goofy television ads.
Norman married his high school sweetheart and returned
to Maine in 2008. Living in Hollis Center, they have two
boys and are expecting a baby girl the spring.
When not on tour, Norman cooks Chinese food at home
and competes in pistol shooting. Although he no longer
studies martial arts formally, he still practices on his own.
His website www.normanmagic.com has YouTube videos of his act.

The Newsletter is edited by Craig Dietrich and is
published five times a year. Contributions and
comments are welcome. Please contact the editor
at 688-4826 or dietrich@maine.rr.com. The next
issue will appear in mid-March. Deadline for
submissions: early March.
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BOWDOIN COLLEGE LECTURE
On December 1 Professor Magnus Fiskesjo of Cornell
University spoke at Bowdoin College in connection with
their exhibition of ancient bronzes. His talk was titled,
“Passion for the Past: Chinese Politics, Archeology, and
World Cultural Heritage.”
He noted that all peoples value and use historical remains
to help construct their cultural identity. But he also urged
that great human achievements are part of the world’s
heritage, even though they necessarily require local custodianship.
Archaeology came into China from the West in the 19th
century, a period of turmoil and neglect of China’s heritage. Yet Chinese intellectuals were intensely interested
in their past, as they were worked to reinvigorate the nation. Being text oriented, they saw archaeology as a scientific way to verify historical documents. A stunning
example was the excavation that erased all doubts about
the existence of the Shang dynasty (c. 1600 BCE – c.
1040 BCE).

official policy toward the 55 minority nationalities. But
diversity within China cannot be overlooked. Bowdoin’s
exhibition of regional bronzes are a good example.
Nowadays with increasing wealth, many Chinese are eagerly collecting, often in a spirit of patriotism. Past
“looting” by Westerners is condemned. Passionate activists work to retrieve what foreigners have stolen. It is a
movement that ignores ambiguities. An example is the
recent effort to repatriate the 12 zodiac animal heads
from the destroyed Summer Palace in Beijing (five have
been retrieved). Actually these pieces were designed by
Western Jesuits serving in the imperial court around
1750. So arguably they are not Chinese at all.
Today the artist Ai Weiwei is one of the few who critique
patriotic collecting and interpretation. Recently, at the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, he installed large
whimsical versions of those twelve zodiac heads. Ai represents the need to emphasize world cultural heritage.
Not surprisingly he has many critics in China. Authorities regularly monitor, arrest, and harass him.

Neolithic materials, such as potsherds, raised another issue: were the people who produced these objects
“Chinese”? Also what were the links between east Asia
and the rest of Eurasia?

Ai Weiwei with zodiac dog.

The tendency in China today is to celebrate past achievements, such as the glorious Han and Tang dynasties.
Darker aspects of traditional culture are
deemphasized (except for briefly under Mao). The refurbished National Museum of China at Tiananmen Square presents common
people, not as suffering
masses, but as workers artisans who helped create
China’s great heritage.
In China regional traditions are interpreted as
co-contributors to the
larger narrative of
“China.” Local identity is acknowledged,
but mainly as part of
the whole. This approach also dominates

Magnus Fiskesjö with Wa friends and teachers, in Ximeng Autonomous Wa County, Yunnan Province, China,
2006

新年快乐！
(Happy New Year!)

Name
Address

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

(work)

Please check your mailing label for membership expiration.

Phone (home)
E-mail address

CAFAM
___ Individual $25
___ Family of ___ members $25
___ Full-time student $1
___ Benefactor $50
___ Sponsor (Individual or Corporate) $75
___ Patron $250
___ Corporate Patron $500

Is your membership current?
CAFAM relies on your support.
Please check mailing label expiration.
Thanks.

CHINESE AND AMERICAN FRIENDSHIP
ASSOCIATION OF MAINE
P. 0. BOX 10372
PORTLAND ME 04104

USCPFA, Portland, ME Chapter
___ Membership & Subscrip. to “US-China Review” $12
COMMITTEES: Would you like to help out on a committee?
We will put you in contact with the appropriate chairperson.
___ Program and education
___ Newsletter and publicity
___ Hospitality and Special Events
___ Student Relations
___ Membership
___ Other ____________
Please send your check and this application to:
Chinese and American Friendship Association of Maine
P.O. Box 10372
Portland ME 04104

